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Abstract 
The drive circuit of an electric vehicle requires a lot of different isolation voltage. In this paper, a multi-output 
power supply is designed to supply the drive circuit of an electric vehicle. The power supply system uses a 
flyback converter to achieve the isolated multi-output sources that contain fourteen sets of output voltage. In 
order to reduce noise interference, six sets of isolated sources are provided to drive insulated gate bipolar 
transistor (IGBT). Five sets of isolated sources are supplied for 485 cards, speed detector, and controller 
circuit of the flyback power supply. Three sets of common ground sources are supplied for status interface, the 
center processing unit, and the operation amplifier. In addition, a discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) 
small-signal model, with a peak current mode control, is built, and the feedback controller is designed for 
stabilizing the desired power supply. Finally, a 20W multiple-output power supply is built to provide the drive 
sources of the electric vehicle. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1. Introduction
The electric vehicle consists of electric drive, control system, driving transmission and the mechanical
systems. The electric power drive and control system are the center of an electric car and they are also the 
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main difference from the fuel car. The electric power drive and control system are composed of motor 
drive, power supply and the speed control device of the motor drive. The auxiliary power supply of the 
driving circuit is inevitable. The voltage of the auxiliary power supply required by driving circuit of the 
electric vehicle is various and it requests low noise interference. As a result, it is essential to prepare the 
isolated and individual multiple power supply output. Flyback converter is low-cost and has the developed 
circuit and the simple structure for the multiple outputs in the auxiliary power supply systems. The circuit 
itself does not require the isolation but in practice, for the consideration of the power increasing and the 
safety regulation, the design takes the isolation of the input from the output and the transformer is the 
common design for this electric isolation and the voltage level adjustment. 
2. System Structure 
The flyback converter comes out from the Buck-Boost converter. The circuit structure is composed of 
a power transistor Q , isolated transformer, rT  and the output is diode oD , Capacitor oC  and the load. 
The magnetic element of the flyback converter is made of the high frequency transformer and it acts like 
a choke. The transformer of high frequency can not only do isolation and adjust the voltage level but also 
store the magnet because of the air gap existing in the isolated transformer. The basic structure of the 
flyback converter is shown in the Fig. 1(a). The flyback converter in this design operates in the DCM. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Basic configuration of flyback converter; (b) turn-on and turn-off duty cycle in DCM 
3. Flyback Converter Design 
The input voltage of the flyback converter in this paper is DC 360V~420V, the switching frequency is 
Hzk47  and the output power is W20 . Because it is multiple outputs, the secondary output takes the %5
power of the 3N 、 4N 、 6N 、 7N 、 169 ~ NN  and %10  power of 2N , 5N  and the %25  power of 8N .
The following take the total sum of the output of the each group as the output of a single group 
( V5 , A4 , W20 ) [1-2]. The converter operates in the DCM and the turn-on duty cycle ( 1D ) is 0.12. 
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3.1. The constants design of the Flyback Converter 
• Step 1: Calculate the primary inductance( pL )
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• Step 2: Calculate the turn off duty cycle ( 2D ) and the maximum turns ( n ) to enable the turn-off duty 
cycle rD  to be 0.52 as shown in Fig. 1(b). 
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• Step 3: Calculate the primary peak value ( ppI ) of the primary and rms current ( prmsI ).
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• Step 4: Calculate the secondary rms current ( srmsI )
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• Step 5: Decide the output capacitor ( oC )
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Because the practical output is multiple outputs, the capacity value can be calculated according to the 
formula ratio. 
3.2. The transformer design of the flyback converter 
The following formulas illustrate the calculation and selection of iron core and the diameter of the 
winding of the transformer and the calculation unit are based on CGS units, magnetic flux is based on 
Gauss and the current density is calculated based on 2A/cm .
• Step 6: Select the iron core of the transformer 
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• Step 7: calculation of the primary and secondary winding ( pN , sN )
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• Step 8: Calculate the skin depth (δ )and primary and secondary wire size ( wpA , wsA )
 Skin depth Calculation ( 2mm ):
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Wire Size Calculation ( 2mm ):
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 After calculation, the AP of the iron core is 4cm288.0=AP , the iron core EI25 of TDK is selected for 
a single output. Because the secondary output of power supply is multiple outputs, EI25 can not put the 
total secondary output in it, so the step 6 to step 8 for the selection of the iron core is required to repeat. 
• Step 6 (repeat): Select the iron core of the transformer 
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• Step 7 (repeat):calculation of the primary and secondary winding( 1N , 2N )
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For the other secondary turns, use 
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N
V
V =  for calculation. 
 The following is the result of the secondary turns after calculation: 3N takes 11 turns, 4N  takes 11 
turns, 5N  takes 18 turns, 6N takes 11 turns, 7N takes 8 turns, 8N  takes 18 turns, 14~9N takes 19 turns, 
15N takes 11 turns. The actual winding is still based on the inductance. 
• Step10: skin depth(δ )and primary and secondary wire size( wpA 、 wsA )
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Wire size calculation: 
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3N 、 4N 、 6N 、 7N 、 159 ~ NN  in the following calculation are calculated with %5 of the total 
output power and 2N 、 5N  are calculated with the %10  of the total output power and 8N  is calculated 
with the %25  of the total output power and the formula is like (19). 
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2
2 18.0)( mmNAws = , 23ws mm09.0)N(A = , 24 09.0)( mmNAws = , 25 18.0)( mmNAws = ,
2
6 09.0)( mmNAws = , 27 09.0)( mmNAws = , 28 45.0)( mmNAws = , 214~9 09.0)( mmNAws = , 
2
15 09.0)( mmNAws = .
 Considering the output legs and the requirement of the winding to be put in, the iron core EI25 does 
not meet the requirement. If the calculated wire is too thin to be the winding of the transformer, the final 
choice would be iron cell EER3928 of FDK. The AP of EER3928 of FDK is 4cm956.1AP = ,and the 
winding area is 2146mmAw = . There is still space for the window area of the iron cell so the wire size is 
changed to be 21 4.0)( mmNAw = . Under the condition that every secondary wire size should not be more 
than the maximum size of skin depth, the ROBBIN winding area could be best applied. 
Here )( 2NAws takes
245.0 mm , )( 3NAws takes 22.0 mm , )( 4NAws  takes 223.0 mm , )( 5NAws  takes 
245.0 mm , )( 6NAws  takes 22.0 mm , )( 7NAws  takes 22.0 mm , )( 8NAws  takes 24.0 mm with double 
winding, )~( 149 NNAws  takes 
22.0 mm , )( 15NAws  takes 223.0 mm .
 The next step is to calculate all the space that all the winding, isolation tape and the isolation layers 
that would take and the length of each side of iron cores. Because the wire is in the round shape, the gap 
between the wire and isolation tape can not be put with extra wires just like the Fig. 2(a) shows. The 
winding space that the wire occupies is calculated with square. Each winding individually takes up the 
space as below: 21 414 mm.AN = , 22 81.0 mmAN = , 23 44.0 mmAN = , 24 58.0 mmAN = , 25 64.3 mmAN = , 
2
6 44.0 mmAN = , 27 32.0 mmAN = , 28 76.5 mmAN = , 214~9 56.4 mmA NN = , 215 58.0 mmAN = Total winding 
space is the sum of 1NA  to 15NA ,
25388.31 mmAN = . The isolation tape space is 244.19 mmTap = . The 
isolation layer space is 2902185.2 mmE =⋅⋅= . The total space is 29788.140 mmAtotal = .The result of the 
transformer winding and the cross-section of the transformer is in Fig. 2(b). 
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Fig. 2. (a) Cross-section of the transformer; (b) winding of the transformer 
4. Controller Design  
 The inverter should have proper feedback control to control the power switch turn-on and turn-off time 
and sustain the stable output voltage. The PWM control chip adopted in this paper is UC3844. 
4.1. Small-Signal Model of Main Circuit in Flyback Converter 
 The small-signal DCM  equivalent circuit of the flyback converter is shown in Fig. 3(a) [3]. 
Capital letters refer to the DC value and (^) refers to the variation of small signal. In the circuit,
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4.2. Small-Signal Model of Current Control Mode 
 In DCM, the inductance current Liˆ  starts from 0 in every cycle and Liˆ and dˆ are not related but cVˆ
and rampV  and the slope of Liˆ  are related and these are the results from the DCM current control mode [3-5] 
and the block Fig. 3(b) shows the peak current control in discontinuous mode. The CG is the compensator. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Small-signal DCM equivalent circuit of the flyback converter; (b) peak current control in discontinuous mode 
 The duty cycle dˆ  to output voltage ovˆ  transfer function is )(sGvd  [6]. According to Fig. 6, the open 
loop transfer function )(sGvc  is 
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The following values are the results from the calculation of the constants from flyback converter in (20). 
815.1=vdk , 7105324 ⋅= .ω zRHP , 410666.1 ⋅=zcω , 877.1271 =pω , 52 10208.6 ⋅=pω . And the bode plots of 
small-signal analysis in discontinuous conduction mode is as shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4.  Bode plots of small-signal analysis in discontinuous conduction mode 
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4.3. Compensator Design of Discontinuous Conduction Mode 
 The zero and pole of the open-loop transfer function of the flyback converter is obtained from the Fig. 
5 and (20). Fig. 1 shows the design of the compensator of Type 2 and Fig. 5 shows the bode plots of the 
compensator Type 2. 
 The transfer function of the compensator is obtained from the compensator circuit in discontinuous 
conduction mode shown in Fig. 8 
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 CTR is current transfer ratio of the optocoupler and oK  is the voltage divider gain. The zero( 877.127 )
and pole( 410666.1 ⋅ ) of the compensator is gained from Fig. 4 and the feedback compensator of this 
design is valued at 1=CTR , 1001 =oR , 1002 =oR , 82=R , KR 101 = , MR 12 = , 1643 =R ,
KR 104 = , KR 105 = , nC 37.11 = , pC 102 = . The bode plot of the compensator is shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5.  Bode plots of compensator )s(GC in discontinuous  conduction mode 
 Fig. 6 shows the bode plots of the transfer function )(sGgh after the compensation. The result informs 
that after the control compensation, the bode plots of the transfer function )(sGgh  is in stable status and 
the gain margin is dB172.74 and phase margin is °1.90  . 
5. Simulation and experimental results 
 Finally, PowerSim software is used to simulate and measure the waveform of each voltage point and 
current point for the multiple-output power supply. The simulated waveform is shown in Fig. 7(a). After 
confirmation on the simulation and the execution of the practical circuits, the measurement of the 
waveform of each voltage and current is shown in Fig. 7(b). 
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Fig. 6.  Bode plots of the transfer function )s(Ggh after the compensation 
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Fig. 7. (a) Simulation waveform of flyback converter; (b) practical waveform of flyback converter 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, the flyback converter is adopted to design a 20W output power supply for the electric 
vehicle control circuit, the compensator of the discontinuous conduction mode is designed to enable the 
power supply to have stable multiple output supply for the electric vehicle drive. 
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